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a b s t r a c t

Bridging lower length-scale calculations with the engineering-scale simulations of fuel performance
codes requires the development of dedicated intermediate-scale codes. In this work, we present
SCIANTIX, an open source 0D stand-alone computer code designed to be included/coupled as a module in
existing fuel performance codes. The models currently available in SCIANTIX cover intra- and inter-
granular inert gas behaviour in UO2, and high burnup structure formation as well. Showcases of vali-
dation in both constant and transient conditions are presented in this work. As for the numerical
treatment of the model equations, SCIANTIX is developed with full numerical consistency and entirely
verified with the method of manufactured solutions e verification of different numerical solvers is also
showcased in this work.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
gas behaviour is a crucial aspect in fuel performance codes
1 Often hybrid approaches are used, combining correlation-based and physics-
based models to describe different phenomena, e.g., a correlation can be used for
1. Introduction

The predictive analysis of the behaviour of nuclear fuel rods
under irradiation is one of the fundamental activities required for
the safe design, licensing and operation of nuclear reactors [1e3].
For this purpose, fuel performance codes have been developed and
validated [3e10]. These codes solve for the temperature, strain and
stress fields in the fuel rod, considering the thermo-mechanical
problem inherently coupled with the peculiar phenomena occur-
ring in fuel and cladding as caused by irradiation [3]. Among these
phenomena, fission gas behaviour e i.e., from an engineering point
of view, fission gas release and gaseous swelling e is a potential
life-limiting factor for the operation of nuclear fuel in light water
and fast reactors [1,3,11,12]. For this reason, the modelling of fission
r B.V. This is an open access article
[1,3,8,12,13].
Two different approaches are possible to describe fission gas

behaviour in the frame of fuel performance codes: (1) correlation-
based approaches, inwhich fission gas release and gaseous swelling
are calculated via expressions directly related to macroscopic var-
iables of the fuel rod (e.g., fuel temperature and burnup) and tuned
on experimental data [4,14e21], and (2) physics-based approaches,
which aim at describing the physical mechanisms of fission gas
behaviour within the fuel1 [22e34]. These physics-based models
often leverage kinetic rate theory [35,36] to describe the behaviour
of fission gas atoms and their interaction with point and extended
defects in the crystal [27,31].
fuel gaseous swelling and paired with a physics-based description of fission gas
release as driven by diffusion (e.g., Refs. [4,17]), or representing only partial steps of
the fission gas evolution through mechanistic approaches, relegating the remainder
to empirical correlations [22].
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Nomenclature

Agf Inter-granular bubble projected area m2 bub�1

a Spherical grain radius m
am Limiting grain radius for grain-growth m
a∞ Grain radius of recrystallized high burnup structure fuel m
bu Burnup GWd tUO2�1

bueff Effective burnup GWd tUO2�1

c1 Single-atom gas concentration at m�3

D Intra-granular diffusion coefficient m2 s�1

F Fission rate fiss m�3 s�1

Fgf Fractional coverage of grain faces /
Fgf ;sat Saturation fractional coverage of grain faces /
fgf Fraction of non-cracked grain faces /

gðbuÞ Function of burnup limiting grain-growth e

M Grain-boundary mobility m2 s�1

m Gas concentration in intra-granular bubbles at m�3

Nig Intra-granular bubble concentration bub m�3

Ngf Inter-granular bubble concentration bub m�2

q Inter-granular gas concentration at m�3

Rig Intra-granular bubble radius m bub�1

Rgf Inter-granular bubble radius m bub�1

r Radial coordinate m
t Time s
y Fission gas yield at fiss�1

a Intra-granular re-solution rate s�1

b Intra-granular trapping rate s�1

ðDV=VÞig Intra-granular swelling /

ðDV=VÞgf Inter-granular swelling /

n Intra-granular nucleation rate bub m�3 s�1

t Characteristic effective burnup for high burnup structure formation GWd tUO2�1

U Gas atomic volume in the lattice m3 at�1

For the sake of brevity, at stands for atoms, fiss for fissions, bub for bubbles.
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When engineering applications in fuel performance codes are
targeted, physics-based models present potential limitations
compared with correlation-based approaches. First, the numerical
stability offered by the use of correlations is generally superior,
bearing in mind that a fission gas release model is called at each
time step, each mesh point, each convergence iteration of a fuel
performance, i.e., a very high number of times [3,8]. Second, the
computational effort required by physics-based model is generally
higher than that required by correlation-based approaches [37].
Therefore, these aspects should be carefully considered when
aiming at replacing correlation-based with physics-based models
in fuel performance codes.

On the other hand, physics-based models offer inherent ad-
vantages compared to empirical correlations. First, since the phe-
nomena to be described are governed by general evolution
equations, they are applicablewithminormodifications to different
fuel materials [37e40]. Second, they are applicable for the simu-
lation of either irradiation and annealing, and operational and
transient conditions as well [22,24,31,34,41e43]. Third, physics-
based models naturally benefit from the availability of novel
experimental data, by extending their validation database, whereas
correlation-based approaches require re-definition to incorporate
new experimental data [37]. Lastly, physics-based models allow for
exploiting the theoretical and experimental results from different
scales2 [31,44e51].

To leverage these advantages, different codes dealing with
physics-based modelling of fission gas behaviour have been
2 While correlations are derived by fitting of experimental data, e.g.
Refs. [16,18,21], physics-based models are derived from theoretical and experi-
mental results, used to define both the structure of rate equations to be used and
their parameters (e.g., diffusivities, solubilities, generation rates and so on).
Moreover, physics-based model require validation both against separate-effect
experiments (e.g., Refs. [26,31]) and against integral irradiation experiments
[34,43] in order to be reliably applicable in fuel performance codes.
developed [25,27,31e33,52e56]. These codes are either stand-
alone or conceived to be used as fission gas behaviour modules
within fuel performance codes (e.g., SIFGRS [57] for BISON [10,55],
FISPRO2 [34,58] for TRANSURANUS [4,56], CARACAS [25] for
ALCYONE [9,59], GRSW-A [32,60] for FALCON [7,61], and MFPR [31]
for SFPR [62] and BERKUT [63]).

Recently, the investigation on fission gas behaviour basic
mechanisms and the attempt to capitalize the results of this
investigation in engineering scale simulations have been the sub-
ject of several international research initiatives [11,47,64e66].

The SCIANTIX code [67] presented in this paper is grafted into
this research framework. It has been developed with a twofold
objective:

� It aims at effectively bridging lower-length scale and engineer-
ing scale of fuel performance codes, feeding the latter with
theoretical and experimental knowledge about fission gas
behaviour mechanisms inferred by the former approaches.
Thus, when possible, the use of physics-based models is
preferred over correlation-based approaches, but always in line
with the computational requirements of fuel performance
codes.

� It aims at being usable as a stand-alone code for the simulation
of separate effect experiments at the fuel-grain scale involving
inert gas behaviour, both supporting the design of the experi-
ment itself and the interpretation of the results.

In order to target these objectives, SCIANTIX has specific soft-
ware features (Section 2) and embodies a consistent set of physics-
based models (Section 3). Moreover, SCIANTIX is available as open
source under MIT license [67], greatly easing its usage as fission gas
behaviour module in existing fuel performance codes. Because of
this licensing choice, all the models implemented in the currently
available version of SCIANTIX are already published and validated.
For this reason, after a summary of SCIANTIX validation we present



Fig. 1. Flow chart of SCIANTIX, highlighting the division between the external driver (parent code) and the meso-scale module. This flow chart is designed to ease inclusion of
SCIANTIX in fuel performance codes.
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a showcase of selected simulations detailing the behaviour of the
main models (Section 4). Lastly, we provide an overview of the
currently ongoing developments in SCIANTIX, which are going to
be released open source as the results are published (Section 5).
2. Flow chart and numerical features

SCIANTIX is inherently designed as a module ready to be
included/coupled with existing fuel performance codes (even in its
stand-alone structure). For this reason, the flow chart reported in
Fig. 1 is divided in two parts: (1) on the left, the external driver
(referred to as parent code) and on the right (2) the SCIANTIX
module itself. The parent code performs several fundamental op-
erations, e.g., input reading, output printing, and time stepping. As
shown in Fig. 1, beside model options, initial conditions of the state
variables (i.e., quantities evolving continuously in time), and
possible scaling factor for sensitivity/uncertainty purposes, the
parent code performs the interpolation of the simulation history
quantities (i.e., temperature, fission rate density, and hydrostatic
stress) in the specified time intervals. In particular, the parent code
linearly interpolates the history quantities between two consecu-
tive time points, dividing the time step in a number of sub-
timesteps, chosen a priori. In such sub-intervals, the SCIANTIX
module performs the incremental calculation of the evolution of
3 It is worth noting that several models available in SCIANTIX are nonlinear, with
the main source of non-linearity arising from the time-variation of the parameters.
Dedicated approaches developed to handle this type of non-linearity are currently
available, and applied in fuel performance codes especially for the solution of the
fission gas diffusion equation [13,117,118]. These approaches are not applied in
SCIANTIX, in order to preserve the consistency of all the numerical solutions in the
code.
physical state variables (e.g., grain radius, inert gas concentrations,
gaseous swelling), updating the values of these variables in the
parent code. This structure allows for straightforward coupling
within fuel performance codes [8].

All the differential equations considered in the models imple-
mented in SCIANTIX are solved with an implicit A-stable first order
scheme, i.e., backward Euler.3 All the numerical solutions are
consistent, i.e., have the error decreasing proportionally with the
decrease in time step. The numerical solvers are all collected in an
independent part of the code and can be called for in the different
models. This allows for a complete verification of the code through
the verification - once and for all - of the numerical solvers and
allows the developers of physical models to focus on the physics
itself instead of on the numerical issues.4 Table 1 reports all the
solvers currently available in SCIANTIX.

Verification is performed via the method of manufactured so-
lutions (MMS) [68]. Compared to other more arbitrary verification
strategies (e.g., trend tests and comparisons evaluated by expert
judgment [68]) MMS provides a more rigorous verification frame-
work. The method of exact solutions (MES) is preferable to MMS if
exact analytic solutions are available for the specific problem to be
solved, which is not the case for the models available in SCIANTIX5

and for many scientific codes as well. For these reason MMS is
recommended for the verification of scientific software [68,69]. The
steps required to apply MMS to verify a numerical solver are
depicted in Fig. 2. SCIANTIX can perform the verificatione selection
4 This idea is not novel, e.g., the MOOSE platform developed by Idaho National
Laboratory implements a very similar user-oriented approach [119].

5 The analytic solution is generally well known for constant conditions, but time-
varying situations occur in practically all the simulations.



Table 1
Enumeration of the solvers available in SCIANTIX and corresponding convergence order obtained through the MMS method.

Solver General equation being solved Order of convergence

Integrator dy=dx ¼ S 1
Decay dy=dx ¼ � lyþ S 1
Binary interaction dy=dx ¼ � ky2 1
Limited growth dy=dx ¼ � M=yþ S 1
Spectral diffusion dy=dx ¼ DV2yþ Sa 2
FORMAS dy=dx ¼ DV2yþ Sa 2

a This partial differential equation is solved for the spatial-average value of y.

9 The approximation proposed by Speight assumes that the trapping and re-
solution of gas to and from intra-granular bubbles is faster than the diffusion to-
wards the grain boundaries, therefore considering the evolution of the gas con-
centration in intra-granular bubbles as quasi-static. The limitations of this approach
have been demonstrated theoretically by Veshchunov and Tarasov [24] through an
alternative derivation of Eq. (1), and also shown non-adequate for particular fast
transient conditions (timescales in the order of milliseconds, through numerical
experiments [105]. Nevertheless, the approximation by Speight is practically
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block (diamond shaped) in the flow chart reported in Fig. 1 e of all
the selected solvers prior to the simulation, producing dedicated
verification outputs. The verification outcome for all the solvers is
collected in Table 1.

Limited computational time is a fundamental requirement for a
multi-scale module like SCIANTIX, which has the engineering goal
of being used within fuel performance codes. In fact, when coupled
with a fuel performance code, SCIANTIX represents a local (or
point) model to be called at each mesh point, at each convergence
iteration (since gaseous swelling and fission gas release feedback
the thermomechanical behaviour of the fuel rod), and at each time
step. Considering these considerable number of calls, SCIANTIX is
designed to have a computational time in the order of milliseconds
per call.6 In order to ensure this limited computational time, all the
models’ differential equations are solved with an operator split
approach,7 i.e., sequenced based on their characteristic time con-
stants and with coefficients evaluated at the beginning of time step.

3. Physics-based models

In this Section, we briefly describe the inert gas behaviour
models for UO2 available in the current version of SCIANTIX. More
detailed information about each model can be found in dedicated
publications [26,34,43,57,70,71].8

3.1. Intra-granular fission gas behaviour

The description of intra-granular fission gas behaviour is typi-
cally the first and fundamental part of models for the prediction of
fission gas release and swelling in nuclear fuel performance codes.
The model currently available in SCIANTIX (described in detail in
Ref. [26]) considers the fundamental processes of single gas atom
diffusion, i.e., gas bubble nucleation, re-solution, and gas atom
trapping at bubbles. The model is derived from a cluster dynamic
formulation yet consisting of only three differential equations in its
final form. It can hence be efficiently applied in engineering fuel
performance codes while retaining a physical basis. The model
equations are similar to state-of-the-art models currently used in
fuel performance codes (see Ref. [72] for a complete review).

As for spatial problem, the intra-granular diffusion is treated
6 It is worth noting that the stand-alone use of SCIANTIX requires in general a
longer computational time compared to the use as a module in fuel performance
codes, the difference being related to the file handling operations required to
produce the output of SCIANTIX.

7 The use of operator split approach is clearly a numerical approximation,
required to ensure the computational performance of SCIANTIX. Depending on the
simulation to be performed, this numerical approach may not be adequate, since it
greatly simplifies the treatment of non-linearities (both in the state variables and in
the coefficients). For this reason, an internal convergence loop is being developed
and will be available in future versions as an alternative option.

8 It is worth noting that all the models included in the open source version of
SCIANTIX are already published. SCIANTIX is used for model development and
testing on several other topics, from inert gas behaviour to actinide evolution,
which are not yet available open source and therefore not detailed in this work.
with the classical Booth's approach [73], i.e., assuming a spherical
grain of radius a. According to the approximation originally pro-
posed by Speight [74], we solve for the total intra-granular gas
concentration, given by the sum of the single-atom gas concen-
tration c1 and the gas concentration trapped in intra-granular
bubbles m9

8>>>><
>>>>:

v

vt
ðc1 þmÞ ¼ a

aþ b
D

1

r2
v

vr
r2

v

vr
ðc1 þmÞ þ yF

d
dt
Nig ¼ n� aNig

(1)

where D is the single-atom diffusion coefficient (Table 2), a is the
re-solution rate (Table 3), b is the trapping rate (Table 4), y is the
fission yield of fission gas, F is the fission rate, r is the radial coor-
dinatewithin the grain and t is time. The term a/(aþ b)D is referred
to as the effective diffusion coefficient, accounting for the fraction
of time single atoms are available for diffusion towards grain
boundaries (i.e., not trapped in intra-granular bubbles).

As for the evolution of intra-granular bubble concentration Nig,
the current model assumes that bubbles are formed at a nucleation
rate n (Table 5) and destroyed by irradiation induced re-solution10.
The intra-granular bubble radius is then calculated assumingm/Nig
atoms in each bubble, i.e.,

Rig ¼
 
3U
4p

m
Nig

!1=3

(2)

where U¼ 4.09m3 at�1 is the gas atomic volume in the lattice.11

The intra-granular component of the gaseous swelling is derived
effective in operational and relatively slow transient conditions (timescale in the
order of seconds), and therefore still applied in fuel performance codes. For this
reason, it is currently considered the default approach in SCIANTIX. Overcoming
this quasi-static approximation is one of the envisaged developments of SCIANTIX.
10 The intra-granular model currently does not consider the mobility of intra-
granular bubbles in isothermal conditions. This mechanism has been observed
experimentally at high temperatures (>1800 �C) [120] and confirmed by recent
analysis [121] but the mechanism is still under investigation [122]. Straightforward
extension of the model including this mechanism can be found in Ref. [58].
11 This value, which is the volume of a Schottky trio (a neutral defect complex
made by one uranium vacancy plus two oxygen vacancies) in the uranium dioxide
lattice, is consistent with the measured (atomic) densities of intra-granular fission
gas bubbles reported in Refs. [72,123,124]. It must be underlined that some atomic
volumes occupied by Xe and Kr in intra-granular bubbles reported in the open
literature (e.g. Ref. [125], based on Ronchi equation of state [126]) are derived
considering equilibrium bubbles, yielding atomic volumes slightly higher than the
ones reported in Refs. [72,123,124].



Table 3
Options available for the intra-granular re-solution rate a (s�1).

Option Correlation Reference

0 a¼ 1.0 10�4 s�1 e

1 a¼ a(Rig, F)¼ 2pmff(Rig þ Rff)2F [77]
mff¼ 6.0 10�6m, fission fragment track length
Rff¼ 1.0 10�9m, fission fragment track radius
Rig (m), intra-granular bubble radius
F (fiss m�3 s�1), fission rate

2 a¼ a(F)¼ 3.0 10�23 F [29]

Table 4
Options available for the intra-granular trapping rate b (s�1).

Option Correlation Reference

0 b¼ 1.0 10�4 s�1 e

1 b¼ b(D, Rig, Nig)¼ 4pD(RigþRsg)N [78]
Rsg¼ 0.2 10�9 m, xenon radius in the fuel lattice
D (m2 s�1), diffusion coefficient
Rig (m), intra-granular bubble radius
Nig (bub m�3), intra-granular bubble density

Table 5
Options available for the intra-granular bubble nucleation rate n (bub m�3 s�1).

Option Correlation Reference

0 n¼ 4.0 1020 bub m�3 s�1 e

1 n¼ n(F)¼ 2hF [22,72,79]
h¼ 25 bub ff�1

F (fiss m�3 s�1), fission rate

Fig. 2. Conceptual map of the method of manufactured solution (MMS) verification
strategy [68]. This verification strategy is applied for every solver in SCIANTIX.
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combining as�
DV
V

�
ig
¼4
3
pNigR

3
ig (3)

3.2. Inter-granular inert gas behaviour

The inter-granular bubble evolution model adopted in SCIANTIX
Table 2
Options available for the fission gas diffusivity D (m2 s�1).

Option Correlation Reference

0 D¼ 0.0 e

1 D¼D(T, F)¼D1 þ D2 þ D3 [75]
D1¼ 7.6 10�10 exp(- 4.86 10�19/kBT)
D2¼ 4.0 $ 1.41 10�25 F1/2 exp(- 1.91 10�19/kBT)
D3¼ 2.0 10�40 F
F (fiss m�3 s�1), fission rate
T (K), temperature
kB (J K�1), Boltzmann constant

2 D¼D(T)¼ 5.0 10�8 exp(- 40,262/T) [13,76]
is the one proposed by Pastore et al. [34,57], with the extension
accounting for micro-cracking of grain boundaries in transient
conditions [43,80]. This model is the default option in the BISON
fuel performance code [10] and available in TRANSURANUS as well
[4]. Remarkably, the model has been validated both as stand-alone
against a set of separate effects experiments [81] in terms of inter-
granular bubble swellings, and within TRANSURANUS against in-
tegral irradiation experiments in terms of integral fission gas
release [34,43]. The model describes the evolution of the inter-
granular gas concentration q as

v

vt
q¼ �

�
3
a

a

aþ b
D

v

vr
ðc1 þmÞ

�
r¼a

� R (4)

The source term for q is the flux of single atoms diffusing from
inside the fuel grain, whereas the release term R is modelled ac-
counting for different phenomena:

1. Gas atoms arriving at the grain boundaries are collected in inter-
granular bubbles, which are assumed to be one-off nucleated
(e.g., Ref. [30]) on grain faces. No single atoms are assumed to
exist at grain boundaries, since it is assumed that the trapping of
single gas atoms is faster than the other processes12 and re-
12 These modelling assumption (one-off nucleation and instantaneous trapping)
do not allow for the description of phenomena such as circulation, in which single
gas atoms undergo to a re-solution from inter-granular bubbles back into the
matrix, hence constituting an additional source term for the flux of gas atoms
possibly transported to the grain edges. This phenomenon, which is considered e.g.
in the MFPR code [31], requires the description of irradiation-induced re-solution of
gas atom from inter-granular bubbles (e.g., Ref. [127]), plus the modeling of grain-
edges gas bubbles. In the model employed in SCIANTIX, based on Pastore et al. [34],
these two features are not included, thus gas circulation at grain boundaries cannot
be modelled.



Table 6
Options available for the inter-granular vacancy diffusion coefficient Dv (m2 s�1).

Option Correlation Reference

0 Dv¼ 1.0 10�30m2 s�1 e

1 Dv¼ 6.9 10�4 exp(�3.88 104/T) [88]
T (K), temperature

2 Dv ¼ (3/5) 8.86 10�6 exp(�4.17 104/T) [57]

13 The mobility of grain boundaries herein reported is based on the experimental
data of [95]. It is possible to apply the model for grain growth available in SCIANTIX
with other correlations for grain-boundary mobility derived from lower-length
scale analysis [128e131] or from another experimental dataset (e.g.,
Refs. [96,132]). The grain-boundary mobility may be defined accordingly to the
exponent of a on the right-hand side of Eq. (7), (1) in the current formulation), but
different exponents may be found in the literature ([94,133]).
14 The formation of high burnup structure strongly affects fission gas behaviour in
the interested regions of the fuel [12,99,134]. A comprehensive description of the
gas behaviour in high burnup structure is currently under development in
SCIANTIX [135], with several physics-based model already available in the open
literature [31,32,39,40,136e140].
15 The formation of high burnup structure may be depicted as a phase transition,
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solution of gas from inter-granular bubbles is neglected. More-
over, grain-edges bubbles are not modelled.

2. Inter-granular bubbles, assumed of lenticular shape with cir-
cular projection on grain faces, are pressurized by gas atoms and
grow by diffusion-controlled e with vacancy diffusivity at the
grain boundaries Dv e vacancy absorption towards an equilib-
rium pressure [82] (Table 6).

3. The bubbles interconnect because of their growth. The inter-
granular bubble concentration Ngb (bub m�2) on grain faces
decreases as their projected area on the grain face Agf (m2

bub�1) grows following dNgf=dAgf ¼ �2N2
gf [30].

4. The net result of inter-granular bubble growth and intercon-
nection is the increase of the grain-face fractional coverage
Fgf¼Ngf Agf (/). When the fractional coverage reaches a satura-
tion value Fgf¼ Fgf,sat¼ 0.5, it is assumed that a percolated path
along the grain faces is formed, allowing for the release of gas
from the grain boundaries.

5. The swelling rate decreases as the percolation of grain bound-
aries occurs, since the gas atoms diffusing from the interior of
the grains are not entirely stored in the grain-boundary bubbles
once percolation occurred.

The inter-granular swelling is mechanistically described ac-
cording to�
DV
V

�
gf
¼3
a
4p
3
NgfR

3
gf (5)

where Rgf (m bub�1) is the radius of inter-granular bubbles and 3/a
is the surface-to-volume ratio of fuel grains.

On top of this model describing the evolution of grain-face
bubbles fed by intra-granular diffusion and allowing for fission
gas release, we consider a semi-empirical description of a mecha-
nism of grain-boundary micro-cracking [11,83e86], based on
[43,80]. By introducing the fraction of non-cracked grain-faces fgf,
we can write its influence on the fractional coverage Fgf and the
saturation fractional coverage of grain boundaries Fgf,sat as

dFgf
dt

¼ vFgf
vq

dq
dt

þ Fgf

�
dfgf
dt

�

dFgf ;sat
dt

¼ Fgf ;sat

�
dfgf
dt

�
(6)

where the evolution of the fractional coverage is described as the
super-position of the inflow of gas atoms (and the consequent
grain-boundary bubble evolution) and the micro-cracking of grain
boundaries. The evolution of fgf is described by an empirical micro-
cracking parameter, which is a function of temperature and burnup,
accounting for micro-cracking during heating and cooling tran-
sients [83e86] and healing of micro-cracks with burnup [87].
with one phase being the unrestructured fuel, and the other phase being the
recrystallized fuel (e.g., see the modelling approach in Refs. [32,141]). The herein
proposed description averages out these two phases by defining an average phase
featured by a representative grain size, evolving from the unrestructured value to
the recrystallized value. The model is being developed overcoming this simplifi-
cation and will be available in SCIANTIX in the near future [135].
3.3. Micro-structure evolution

The grain growth process is strictly related to fission gas
behaviour [1,12] and therefore its treatment is required in SCIAN-
TIX. Grain growth has two major consequences: (1) it affects the
diffusion rate towards the grain boundaries, D/a,2 and (2) while
moving during the grain growth process, grain boundaries effec-
tively sweep the fuel, collecting gas and gas bubble as a net at a rate
3a2(da/dt) [89e91]. The model currently available in SCIANTIX is
based on the work of [92,93], drawn on the formulation of Hillert
[94] and accounting for the so-called Zener pinning effect [95],
reading

da
dt

¼ 4M
�
1
a
� gðbuÞ

am

�
(7)

where M¼ 1.46 10�10 exp(- 32,114.5/T)13 is the grain-boundary
mobility, g(bu) ¼ 1 þ 0.002 bu is an empirical function of burnup
bu, and am¼ 2.23 10�3 exp(- 7620/T) is the limiting grain size for a
given temperature T.

Besides the normal grain growth process, relevant for low
burnups (e.g., Refs. [95e97]), also the formation of high burnup
structure involves a recrystallization of grains, de facto changing the
grain size [98e100]. The description of the formation and evolution
of high burnup structure is herein described as just affecting the
(average) grain size.14 The model describing high burnup structure
formation and depletion currently available in SCIANTIX is based on
the concept of effective burnup, i.e., the burnup integrated below a
certain temperature threshold (e.g., Refs. [32,101]), as representa-
tive of the accumulation of radiation damage triggering recrystal-
lization. Namely, the evolution of the “average” grain size15 is
described by

da
dbueff

¼ � 1
t
ða� a∞Þ (8)

where, bueff is the effective burnup, i.e., the burnup integrated
below 1000 �C, t¼ 5 GWd tUO2

�1 is the characteristic burnup gov-
erning the high burnup structure formation rate, and a∞¼ 150
10�9m is the grain radius of recrystallized grains in the high
burnup structure of UO2 (e.g., Refs. [98,99]).
4. Showcase of results

Stand-alone validation of the physics-based models available in
SCIANTIX has been performed for each of the describedmodels and
is extensively reported in previous publications [26,34,70].
Together with the comparison with experimental data, the refer-
enced publications include also comparison between the results of
the models currently available in SCIANTIX and those of several



Fig. 3. Comparison of calculated intra- and inter-granular gaseous swelling by Sciantix
to experimental data by Baker [79] (swelling due to intra-granular bubbles, blue
markers) and by White and co-workers [81] (swelling due to inter-granular bubbles,
red markers). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 7
Comparison of calculated intra-granular gaseous swelling to experimental data for
the analysed fuel samples from Baker [79].

Test Temperature (K) Experimental (%) Calculated (%)

1273 0.06 0.033
1373 0.07 0.048
1473 0.08 0.062
1573 0.09 0.073
1673 0.12 0.079
1773 0.15 0.082
1873 0.18 0.083
1973 0.24 0.084
2073 0.31 0.086
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state-of-the-art models available in the open literature. Moreover,
the validation strategy applied for SCIANTIX involves the compar-
ison between integral irradiation experiments results and the
simulation results of fuel performance codes including SCIANTIX as
fission gas behaviour module. Also, these comparisons have been
published in dedicated publications16 [43,80,102]. For the sake of
completeness, we report a summary of the validation database of
SCIANTIX, comparing the calculations to experimental results in
terms of gaseous swelling. These results are complemented by a
detailed showcase of selected SCIANTIX simulations (still compared
with experimental results) in relevant cases (both constant and
transient conditions). Finally, we apply the SCIANTIX code to the
simulation of an irradiation history typical of a reactivity initiated
accident (RIA) scenario, to showcase the capabilities of the code in
accident conditions.

4.1. Gaseous swelling results from the overall SCIANTIX validation
database

Stand-alone validation of SCIANTIX against experimental data in
terms of gaseous swelling is presented in Fig. 3. In this Figure, we
compare the predictions on both intra-granular swelling (i.e.,
swelling due to intra-granular bubbles as defined by Eq. (3)) and
inter-granular swelling (i.e., swelling due to grain boundary bub-
bles, as defined by Eq. (5)).

The experimental database by Baker [79] includes irradiation at
constant temperatures (from 1273 K to 2073 K) and low burn-up
(6.5 GWd tUO2

�1) of standard uranium dioxide fuels in the
UKAEA's Winfirth SGHWR. The comparison to experimental data is
reported in Fig. 3 (blue markers) and the values are collected in
Table 7. The results are in line with those ones shown in a previous
16 In several of the cited references, SCIANTIX is not explicitly mentioned. In
Refs. [26,70] SCIANTIX has been indeed applied. On the other hand, in
Refs. [43,80,102] different software implementations of the models have been used.
publication of the intra-granular model employed in SCIANTIX [26],
and demonstrate an acceptable deviation from the experimental
data in terms of gaseous swelling. For a more thorough analysis of
this experimental database, we refer the reader to Ref. [26].

Comparison of the predicted gaseous swelling due to inter-
granular bubbles to experimental data is also included in Fig. 3.
The experimental cases are taken from the database by White and
co-workers [81]. The database consists in measurements per-
formed on uranium dioxide Advanced Gas Reactor samples of fuel
rods irradiated up to burnup between 9 and 21 GWd/tUO2 in the
Halden reactor. After the base irradiation, rods were subjected to
power ramp or power cycle histories.

The comparison shows a satisfactory agreement between
calculated and measured data (collected in Table 8) yet demon-
strating an overestimation of the low swelling data. Indeed, the
results obtained through SCIANTIX are in-line with a previous
publication entailing the same model for inter-granular bubble
evolution and experimental database [34].

4.2. Constant conditions

To showcase detailed SCIANTIX results in constant conditions,
we selected the simulation of one of the experimental fuel samples
by Baker [79] and summarized in Section 4.1. The sample has been
analysed using transmission electron microscopy to measure intra-
granular bubble concentration and intra-granular bubble radius.

The simulation in SCIANTIX is set up with an irradiation history
of 5,500 h with a constant fission rate of 1 1019 fiss m�3 s�1

(resulting in z2 1026 fiss m�3z 6.5 GWd tUO2
�1), at a constant

temperature of 1300 K and with no hydrostatic stress. The default
model parameters required in Eqs. (1)e(3) are used (i.e., option 1 in
Tables 2e6), namely Turnbull's diffusivity [75], heterogeneous
nucleation [22,72,77], Turnbull's heterogeneous re-solution rate
[22], and diffusional trapping [78].

Fig. 4 reports the evolution of intra-granular bubble concen-
tration and of intra-granular bubble radius as a function of burnup
as simulated by SCIANTIX, compared with the experimental results
available at end of irradiation [79]. First, the agreement between
simulated and experimental results is satisfactory. The agreement
with experiments is particularly good for the intra-granular bubble
radius, which is dominant compared to the intra-granular bubble
concentration in determining the intra-granular swelling (third
power in Eq. (3)). Besides the values at the end of irradiation, it is
interesting to discuss the evolution of the variables along burnup.
The intra-granular bubble concentration evolves according to Eq.
(1). Due to the selection of a heterogeneous nucleation rate and a
heterogeneous re-solution rate as model parameters, after an initial
increase due to nucleation, the evolution of the intra-granular
bubble concentration is asymptotically determined by the ratio of
these two parameters, i.e., when dNig/dt / 0, then Nig / n/a¼ h/
[2pmff(Rig þ Rff)2]. The only variable in the right-hand side is the



Table 8
Comparison of calculated inter-granular gaseous swelling to experimental data for
the analysed fuel samples from White and co-workers [81].

Sample ID SEM zone ID Experimental (%) Calculated (%)

4000 1 0.97 1.19
4000 2 0.68 1.16
4000 3 0.53 1.13
4000 4 0.46 1.12
4000 5 0.17 1.29

4004 1 0.62 0.91
4004 2 0.7 0.89
4004 3 0.44 0.85
4004 4 0.56 0.79
4004 5 0.27 0.77
4004 6 0.16 0.81

4005 1 0.94 0.89
4005 2 0.57 0.87
4005 3 0.42 0.82
4005 4 0.54 0.76
4005 5 0.27 0.79

4064 1 1.07 1.89
4064 2 0.86 1.83
4064 3 0.63 1.68
4064 4 0.74 1.46
4064 5 0.59 1.33

4065 1 1.25 1.52
4065 2 1.35 1.48
4065 3 0.97 1.41
4065 4 0.79 1.35
4065 5 0.21 1.31

4135 1 0.42 0.79
4135 2 0.16 0.79
4135 3 0.09 0.77

4136 1 0.6 0.83
4136 2 0.62 0.83
4136 3 0.26 0.81
4136 4 0.11 0.79

4140 1 0.26 0.87
4140 2 0.18 0.86

4162 1 0.7 1.72
4162 2 0.46 1.69
4162 3 0.43 1.62
4162 4 0.43 1.49

4163 1 0.6 0.85
4163 2 0.59 0.84
4163 3 0.35 0.83
4163 4 0.4 0.82

Fig. 4. Evolution of intra-granular bubble concentration and intra-granular bubble
radius as a function of burnup in constant conditions (1373 K, 1 1019 fiss m�3 s�1) as
predicted by SCIANTIX, compared with the experimental results by Baker [79].
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intra-granular bubble radius Rig, therefore as the intra-granular
bubble radius increases steadily as a result of trapping, the bub-
ble concentration decreases with burnup.

As for the growth of the radius of intra-granular bubbles, it is
governed by Eq. (2), in particular by the ratio between the intra-
granular gas concentration trapped in bubbles and the bubble
concentration, i.e., m/Nig. The intra-granular gas concentration in
bubbles is depicted in Fig. 5, together with the evolution of the
other gas concentrations. The gas evolution is governed by Eqs. (1),
(4). The gas produced increases linearly as yF. A fraction of it, the
intra-granular gas concentration, c1þm, remains inside the grain
after the diffusion process occurs. The gas that reaches the grain
boundary, q, is eventually released when the saturation of grain
boundaries is reached (see the change of slope in the curve in
Fig. 5). The release process occurring in this irradiation history is
purely diffusion-based, since no temperature variations. According
to the model described in Section 3.2, the gas release occurs only
after the saturation of grain boundary is reached (in line with the
change of slope in the inter-granular gas concentration).
The behaviour of gas at the grain boundaries is clear from Fig. 6.
The inter-granular bubble concentration Ngf decreases from the
initial value 4 1013 bub m�3 (model parameter representing a one-
off nucleation [30,34]) as the bubble size Agf increases due to the
inflow of gas from inside the grains and the absorption of vacancies
due to bubble over pressurization. As bubble growth and inter-
connection proceeds, the fractional coverage Fgf¼NgfAgf increases
steadily, up to the saturation value Fgf¼ Fgf,sat¼ 0.5. The instant at
which the saturation is reached corresponds to onset of fission gas
release in Fig. 5.

4.3. Transient conditions

To showcase the application of SCIANTIX in transient condition
we selected an irradiation case among those analysed byWhite and
co-workers [81] and presented in Section 4.1. This case study allows
to discuss in more detail the behaviour of the grain-boundary
model. The considered fuel sample (referred to as 4000CxA), after
a base irradiation at low temperature (<900 �C) up to a local burnup
of 17.5 GWd tUO2

�1 (corresponding to an irradiation of 35,600 h at a
constant fission rate of 4.15 1018 fiss m�3 s�1 and a constant hy-
drostatic stress of �0.21MPa, based on ENIGMA [54] calculations
[81]), has been subject to a ramp test characterized by (1) a con-
ditioning step of 288 h at 884 �C, 4.15 1018 fiss m�3 s�1, and
-0.21MPa, followed by (2) a ramp up of 1.52min up to (3) a holding
of 30min at 1775 �C, 1.08 1019 fiss m�3 s�1, and -14.8MPa, followed
by (4) a ramp down of 100 s down to (5) a final holding of 99min at
884 �C, 4.15 1018 fiss m�3 s�1, and -0.21MPa, and (6) a fast SCRAM
(Fig. 7).

Fig. 8 reports the evolution of gas concentration as a function of
temperature, as predicted by SCIANTIX. In this representation, the
base irradiation and the conditioning step are vertical lines at
1157 K, while the holding on the of the ramp is the vertical line at
2048 K. Each line can be followed by the beginning of the ramp test



Fig. 5. Evolution of gas concentrations a function of burnup in an irradiation history
[79] with constant conditions (1373 K, 1 1019 fiss m�3 s�1) as predicted by SCIANTIX.

Fig. 6. Evolution of inter-granular bubble concentration, projected area, and fractional
coverage as a function of burnup in an irradiation history [79] with constant conditions
(1373 K, 1 1019 fiss m�3 s�1) as predicted by SCIANTIX.

17 A base irradiation in constant conditions (900 K, 1 1019 fiss m�3 s�1) up to the
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(BRT) towards the end of the ramp test (ERT). Moving right along a
line corresponds to a temperature increase, moving vertically to a
step at constant temperature, and moving left to a temperature
decrease.

The first observation from Fig. 8 is that the produced gas is
practically constant. Second, during this ramp test the intra-
granular gas concentration (almost) never grows, besides the
temperature and consequently the diffusivity increases. This is
caused by the competition of intra-granular bubble trapping and
diffusion towards the grain boundaries. It can be seen from Fig. 8
that the gas is transferred from intra-granular solution to intra-
granular bubbles during the heating and the holding, and back
from intra-granular bubbles to the solution during the cooling
period, with a net trapping effect visible at ERT.

As for the gas at the grain boundaries, it is clear from Fig. 8 that it
is released during the heating, the holding at high temperature, and
the cool down as well. During the heat up, the release is mainly
caused by the micro-cracking of grain boundaries and partially by
the diffusional release following grain-boundary bubble coales-
cence (as discussed, no additional gas arrives at the grain boundary
during the ramp test, but the increase in temperature causes an
increase in bubble pressure, triggering bubble growth by vacancy
absorption).

The contributions to fission gas release arising from either
micro-cracking of grain boundaries or diffusional release can be
isolated by looking at the evolution of the grain-boundary coverage
as a function of temperature (Fig. 9a). From the base irradiation of
1157 K, the grain-face fractional coverage slightly increases during
the first moments of the heat up step (up toz 1800 K), reaching the
saturation value and therefore triggering diffusional release. Above
1800 K it then steadily decreases due to the micro-cracking of grain
faces during temperature transients and remains constant (at the
saturation value) during the holding at 2048 K. Fig. 9b depicts the
evolution of grain-boundary swelling and of fractional fission gas
release as a function of temperature, which are directly related to
the evolution of fractional coverage, the main difference being the
increase of grain-boundary swelling during the high temperature
holding because of vacancy absorption. It is evident that the onset
of fission gas release as the fractional coverage reaches the satu-
ration value. Lastly, Fig. 9b reports the satisfactory agreement of the
grain-boundary swelling predicted by SCIANTIX with the experi-
mentally measured value.
4.4. Accident conditions

As a last showcasing of SCIANTIX capabilities, we present the
simulation of a representative RIA transient scenario. It is clear that
the scope of this section is not to demonstrate the capability of
SCIANTIX of performing a safety analysis, which would be impos-
sible with a 0D stand-alone code, but only to provide an example of
SCIANTIX performance during a very fast (accidental) transient.

As an exemplificative RIA case we select the CABRI REP-Na5
power pulse experiment [103]. This experiment involved a
Gaussian-type power pulse of 8.8ms full width at half maximum
injecting 451 J g�1 in a UO2/Zr-4 rodlet previously irradiated to 64
GWd tHM�1. The analysis herein reported considers a point within
the fuel pellet close to the pellet periphery. The evolution of the
radial temperature profile during the transient test was derived in
Ref. [103] by SCANAIR-3.2 calculations. The input conditions for the
SCIANTIX simulation,17 i.e., temperature and fission rate evolution
as a function of time e reported in Fig. 10, are directly extracted
from the results presented in Ref. [103].
burnup prior to the transient test has been postulated.



Fig. 7. Temperature history for the sample 4000CxA from White et al. [81]. The (unusual) choice of plotting time as a function of temperature has the scope of easing the reading of
Figs. 8 and 9. Temperature is a more natural variable for this transient, and it allows a clearer description of the model behaviour compared to time (due to the brevity of the ramp
compared to the conditioning period).

Fig. 8. Evolution of the gas concentrations as a function of temperature, simulated by SCIANTIX for the sample 4000CxA from White et al. [81]. From the beginning of the ramp test
(BRT), moving right corresponds to a heating transient, vertical lines correspond to temperature holdings, and moving left correspond to a cooling transient. The end of the ramp is
marked by ERT.

Fig. 9. Evolution of (a) the grain-face fractional coverage, saturation fractional coverage (dashed line), and (b) grain-boundary swelling and fractional fission gas release as a
function of temperature, simulated by SCIANTIX for the sample 4000CxA byWhite et al. [81]. Base irradiation corresponds to the vertical line at 1157 K, moving right corresponds to
a heating transient, the holding on top of the power/temperature ramp corresponds to the vertical line at 2048 K, and moving left corresponds to the cooling transient, down to
573 K. The experimental measurement of grain-swelling is reported for comparison sake.
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Fig. 10. Temperature and power histories of the CABRI REP Na-5 power pulse test [103].

18 As an example, model parameters (like diffusivity of atoms and vacancies, re-
solution and nucleation rate formulation) may be calculated by atomistic ap-
proaches, molecular dynamics, or other lower-length scale methods. Then, one may
plug the derived expression in the current models, as an additional option beside
available correlations, without affecting the evolution equations constituting the
models.
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Fig. 11 reports the fission gas release evolution as a function of
temperature as calculated by SCIANTIX. The release during the base
irradiation is negligible compared to that obtained during the
transient (z2%). The release of fission gas during this transient is
ascribed by the model to the micro-cracking of grain boundaries,
and thus is predicted to occur during both the heat up and the cool
down. The measured integral fission gas release for the CABRI REP-
Na5 test transient was of 15.1% [103]. Besides this experimental
result not being directly comparable with the 0D local result ob-
tained with SCIANTIX, it is in line with integral fuel performance
calculations performed on the same RIA transient test applying a
similar grain-boundary micro-cracking model [104].

As declared, the scope of this section is purely to demonstrate
the suitability of SCIANTIX in simulating transients in the scale of
milliseconds: several model developments are required for a
proper description of fission gas behaviour during RIA transient
scenarios. Among the others, the treatment of non-equilibrium
trapping and re-solution has been proved to play a role in this
timescales [105].

5. Summary and future developments

As discussed in the previous Sections, in this work we presented
the models currently available in the open source version of
SCIANTIX (available at [67]), together with a summary of the vali-
dation and selected showcases of results compared with experi-
mental data (since the extensive validation of these models has
been published independently [26,34,43,70]). Summarizing, the
current version of SCIANTIX:

� Is designed to be used effectively as a fission gas behaviour
module included/coupled in/with fuel performance codes, and
as stand-alone code as well.

� Includes a set of numerical solvers, each verified through the
method of manufactured solutions, and has computational re-
quirements in line with the needs of fuel performance codes.
� Includes a consistent set of models (independently published
and validated) describing fission gas behaviour in UO2,
providing an overall physic-based description of the phenom-
ena, with semi-empirical approaches used essentially for model
parameters.

In view of these characteristics, SCIANTIX is a candidate to
effectively realize amulti-scale bridging in the description of fission
gas behaviour in oxide fuel, allowing for the transfer of knowledge
from the lower-length scale up to the engineering-scale of fuel
performance codes18

� As conclusion, we summarize the ongoing model developments
of SCIANTIX:A description of helium behaviour, based on the
current treatment of fission gas behaviour but including addi-
tional terms, such as the solubility [106e109]. This model is of
relevance for the simulation of uranium-plutoniummixed oxide
fuels and of storage conditions, where helium concentration
becomes relevant.

� A description of actinide evolution with burnup, based on a
reduced order model employing Bateman's equation with
energy-averaged cross sections considered as functions of
burnup and initial fuel composition [110e112]. This depletion
capability implies the prediction of the helium production rate.

� Amodel describing intra-granular bubble coarsening, extending
the model presented in this paper by adding an additional
growth mechanism to bubbles close to dislocations [81]. This
model will allow a more accurate description of intra-granular
bubble swelling during transients.



Fig. 11. Evolution of fission gas release as a function of temperature during the CABRI REP-Na5 transient test, as simulated by SCIANTIX.
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� Amodel describing the evolution of porosity in the high burnup
structure [113,114], completing and extending the treatment of
high burnup structure formation and depletion presented in this
work, remarkably overcoming some semi-empirical approaches
present in the current model.

� A reduced ordermodel describing the diffusion of intra-granular
gas in columnar grains [1], relevant for the simulation of MOX
fuel in fast reactor conditions.

More long-term developments include the description of fission
products formation and evolution, and the description of point
defects evolution and interaction with fission gas. For all these
model developments, the validation strategy based on comparison
with separate effect experiments is going to be applied when
possible.

As for the inclusion of SCIANTIX within fuel performance codes
as a fission gas behaviour module, the current status is that
coupling has been demonstrated in TRANSURANUS [115] and will
be subject of future publications, and is being pursued for
GERMINAL code [116] in the frame of the INSPYRE Project [65].
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